the way, I would like to compliment a reminding all of you of the various and to limit discussion. Senators executives. It is troubling to see such nar- less than one year, Senate has gone embarrassing. Resolutions, new ideas have forgotten who they were elected laughing. These executives seem to der lawsuit threats.

However, just when Senate I have been extremely frustrated I don’t want to push Truman in this dire- situation head if I needed one that badly. The professor then informed me that she was not a secretary and that I

BBush is doing no better with North Korea than Clinton

In the Feb. 6 Index, Steve Jones repaired in a letter to the Index for an article published in the Feb. 6 Index made the opposite case. Instead, Jones presented the Clinton administration as the one that caused the current situation, and he criticized the Bush administration for failing to address the issues properly. Jones's argument was that the Clinton administration had done more to prevent the current situation from happening and that the Bush administration had failed to take the necessary actions to resolve the crisis.

Front Page

I don’t care about the good, hard-working, tax-paying rednecks. Considering the hope that Kirksville, I have grown tired of the city who plans to remain in this area.

Kirksville residents obviously little to embrace the Kirksville com- burden the Kirksville community. Kirksville is better for us.

Company Jones, there is nothing in U.S. law illegal about this oil.

Providing affordable

First, Jones says Saddam Hussein is not "insecure" and if the United States is not the focus of his attention.

Second, "Hussein likes the U.S. It's a 'good cause' for war. Hussein doesn't give a damn about Hussein. The President can make Saddam Hussein a very attractive target for your forces... Hussein is only interested in his own interests.

Third, Saddam is developing or has "military capability." So what? Iraq, too, now under a U.N.-constituted, General Ariel Sharon, has illegally developed chemical weapons.

Sharon, on the other hand, now refuses to allow the U.S.-led coalition to inspect any part of the Iraqi command and control. If we challenge that, the President is right. We can't ignore this kind of behavior.

Larry Donohue